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Abstract 

Typed inference systems are introduced as a particular kind of formal deduction system, 
based on types and expressions, and in which contexts play an important role. Typed infer
ence systems are reminiscent of systems for typed 'x-calculi and natural deduction. Typical 
statements that can be deduced concern the type of an expression (under a context), and 
propositions, i.e., expressions of type boolean (again, relative to a context). 
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1 Introduction 

In this note we present a particular kind of formal deduction system, called typed inference systems, 
consisting of a collection of inference formulae and a collection of inference rules, acting on these 
formulae. 

Typed inference systems are reminiscent of systems of typed A-calculi, in that the main entities 
playing a role in the formulae are types and expressions, and A-abstraction is one of the main 
expression constructors. The choice of (type and expression) constructs has been motivated by 
considerations of convenience for our purposes, rather than purity. For a detailed treatment of 
systems of typed A-calculi - and the relations between them - we refer to [Bar .. ]. Some aspects 
of type structure, pertaining to typed inference systems, can also be found in a paper by Reynolds 
[Rey85]. 

Typed inference systems also contain elements from natural deduction, in that the inference 
rules exhibit a natural deduction-like structure, with introduction and elimination rules occurring 
pairwise per constructor. For more details on natural deduction, see [DalBO]. 

Typical statements (or judgements, as we shall call them) that can be deduced within a typed 
inference system concern the type of an expression, and propositions, i.e., expressions of type 
boolean. Such judgements are always derived relative to an environment, called a context. 

Typed inference systems, as defined in this note, will serve as a basis for the development of 
a logic for attribute grammars. Such a logic is a means to prove the correctness of an attribute 
grammar (with respect to a specification) and construct such a grammar (satisfying a specifica
tion) in a compositional fashion, similar to the way Hoare's logic is employed for proving and 
constructing procedural programs (see [Apt8l] for a survey paper on Hoare's logic). The first 
steps towards a logic for attribute grammars are reported on in [MargO]; the present note will be 
used for reference purposes in that document (and future ones). 

Apart from a fairly detailed description of the formulae and rules of a typed inference system, 
which is the subject of Section 2, this note also contains a brief description of a particular way 
of denoting derivations within such a system (Section 3). This technique, which is adopted from 
[Ned87J, is an aid in the structured development of such derivations. 

2 Typed inference systems 

We use the notion of an inference system in the usual sense, i.e., as a collection of inference 
formulae and a collection of inference rules for these formulae. An inference rule is a construct 

'PI ... 'Po 

'P 

where 'P is an inference formula and )01'" 'Pn is a sequence of inference formulae. Formulae 
'PI, ... , 'Po are called the premises of the rule, 'P is called the conclusion, and we say that 'P can 
be inferred from CPI, ... ,<Pn by application of the rule. 

An inference rule with an empty sequence of premises is called an axiom; it is simply denoted 
by 'P instead of - . 

A rule, as ab6ve, may be accompanied by a side condition, i.e., a condition in terms of the 
entities that playa role in the formulae 'PI, ... , <Pn, cpo Such a side condition should be viewed as 
an additional restriction, to be satisfied with each application of the rule. 

The inference formulae derivable within the system are defined to be those formulae that can 
be inferred from the axioms by zero or more applications of inference rules. 

Subsections 2.1 and 2.2 are concerned with the formulae and rules of a typed inference system, 
respectively. Subsection 2.3 defines typed inference systems in terms of the concepts defined earlier, 
introduces a notation for derivability within such a system and lists some properties of derivable 
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formulae. In Subsection 2.4, some syntactical extensions to typed inference systems are discussed, 
aimed at future applications. 

2.1 Inference formulae 

Before we can state the inference formulae of a typed inference system, we must first dwell on 
the entities that playa role in such formulae, namely types, expressions, judgements and contexts. 
This is the purpose of definitions 2.1 through 2.4. 

Definition 2.1 (Types) 
Let Ct , V, and L be sets (oftype constants, type variables and labels, respectively), with Ctn V, = 0. 
The set of types over Ct , V, and L, is the smallest set, call it T, satisfying 

T = C t I v, I T-T I prod(T, ... ,T) I sum(L:T, ... ,L:T) I vV,.T 

o 

The above definition should be read as: T is the smallest set containing Ct , containing Vi, 
containing all constructs Tl ---1- T2 for n, T2 E T, and so on. The set of types exhibits the usual 
constructors for function-, product- and sum-types, as well as the constructor v for recursive types. 

We have only included constructs that suit our purposes. In particular, the components of 
a product type prod(Tl, ... , Tn) are identified by their relative position, whereas components of 
a sum type sum(l, : T" ... , In: Tn) are identified by explicit labeling. For a more extensive and 
complete treatment of types, we refer to [R.ey85]. 

Definition 2.2 (Expressions) 
Let Ct , v" Co, V, and L be sets, where Ct , v" C, and V, are mutually disjoint. (Elements of these 
sets are referred to as type constants, type variables, expression constants, expression variables 
and labels, respectively.) The set of expressions over these components is the smallest set, call it 
E, satisfying 

E = c, I V, I AV, :T.E I E·E I (E, ... ,E) I 7rN.E I [L,E] I 
case E : T of[ L, V,] then E , ... , [L,v,] then E I Il V,: T.E 

Jet V, : T = E in E 

wherein T is the set defined in definition 2.1 and IN denotes the set of natural numbers. 
o 

In definition 2.2, constructs are ordered in such a way as to parallel the type constructs of 
the foregoing definition. Particularly, the third and fourth clause express A-abstraction and ap
plication (related with function type T, _ T,), followed by tupling and projection (product type), 
and injection and case-selection (sum type). J1 is a constructor for recursive expressions, and a 
construction let v : T = e, in e, expresses the binding of expression e, to variable v locally within 
expression e2. 

Again, the decision to include certain constructs is motivated by considerations of convenience 
for our purposes, rather than purity. In particular, the let-construct is introduced only for ease of 
notation. Its relation to other constructs can be expressed by stating that let v : T = el in e2 is 
equal to (A v: T. e2)·el . (This relation is expressed formally by inference rule 4.6, see definition 
2.7.) In addition, a case-expression case e : T of [ I" v, ] then e, , ... , [In, Vn ] then en 
combines a selection mechanism and its application to expression e. The corresponding "pure" 
select-expression has not been included here; see [R.ey85]. 

Throughout, notation FEV(e) will be used to denote the set of expression variables occurring 
free in expression e. Likewise, FTV(f) denotes the set of type variables occurring free in an 
expression or type f (recall that some expressions contain explicit type information). These 
notions are defined using recursion on the structure of types and expressions. The full definitions 
are omitted here; we shall merely comment on a few clauses: 
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FTV(I/t.r) 

FTV(>.v:r.e) 

FTV(eI·e2) 

= FTV(r)\{t} 

= FTV(r)UFTV(e) 

= FTV(e.) U FTV(e2) 

FTV(casee: rof[lI,vI] then eI, ... , [In,vn ] then en) 

= FTV(e) U FTV(r) U (U k : 1 ~ k ~ n: FTV(ek)) 

FTV(1et v: r = ei in e2) = FTV(r) U FTV(e.) U FTV(e2) 

FEV(Jlv:r.e) = FEV(e)\{v} 

FEV(>.v:r.e) = FEV(e)\{v} 

= FEV( e.) U FEV( e2) 

FEV(case e: r of [/1, VI] then ei , ... , [/n, vn ] then en) 

= FEV(e) U (U k: 1 ~ k ~ n: FEV(e.)\{Vk}) 

FEV(letv: r = ei in e2) = FEV(eI) U(FEV(e2)\{v}) 

From these clauses it can be observed that type variable t does not occur free (hence: is bound) in a 
recursive type vt. 1", and the same holds for expression variable v in a recursive expression JJ. v : T . e . 
Next, A-, case- and let-expressions involve the binding of expression variables. In particular, in 
a case-expression as above the set FEV(ek) - for 1 ~ k ~ n - contributes to the set of free 
expression variables, however with the exception of Vk. Thus, indeed, an occurrence of Vk in ek 

acts as a bound variable for the case-construct as a whole. Finally, observe that the sets of (type 
and expression) variables occurring free in expressions let v : T = el in e2 and (A V : T. e2)·el are 
the same, which is in support of the asserted equivalence of these expressions. 

Another important notion is that of substitution of an (expression or type) variable in an 

expression or type. If el and e2 are expressions and v is an expression variable, then el[v ..;.. e2] 
denotes el with every free occurrence of v replaced by e2. Likewise, for an expression or type I, a 

type IT and type variable s, f[s J.. IT] denotes f with IT substituted for every free occurrence of s. 

The operations el[v.!. e2] and I[s.!. 0'] are defined with recursion on the structure of el and I, 
respectively, and employ renaming of bound variables (in ei and f) to prevent name clashes. For 
more details, we refer to [H&S86]. 

Next we define the kind of statements (henceforth called judgements) we want to make con
cerning types and expressions. These come in five forms: 

Definition 2.3 (Judgements) 
Let Ct , V" C" V, and L be as in definition 2.2. The set of judgements over these components, call 
it .J, is defined by 

.J = T: * I T =t TIE: TIt: =, t: I E 

wherein T and £ are as in definitions 2.1 and 2.2, respectively. 
o 

A judgement of the form T : * is pronounced as "T is a type", a judgement Tl =t T2 as "type 
Tl equals type T2", a judgement e : T as "expression e has type T" , one of the form el =e e2 as 
"expression el equals expression e2", and a judgement e as "expression e (holds)". 

As the pronunciation suggests, a judgement of the first kind enables us to state the well
definedness of a type. Also, the third kind of judgement serves to state the type of an expression, 
and as such is a means to express well-formedness of an expression. (For instance, it may turn 
out that 3 + true has no type, whereas 3 + 2 has type integer ~ which is in accordance with the 
common interpretation of 2, 3, + and true.) Next, the second and fourth kind enable us to express 
equality of types and expressions, respectively. We already mentioned the equality of expressions 
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let v : T = e, in e2 and (A v : T . e2)·e, . Finally, the last kind of judgement allows us to express 
propositions, i.e., expressions of type boolean (as will be clear from what follows). 

However, judgements cannot be stated for a type or expression f in isolation, but can only be 
made relative to judgements concerning the free variables occurring in f. For instance, the type 
of an expression e depends on the types of the variables in FEV(e). This observation leads to the 
introduction of contexts, where a context is a (possibly empty) sequence of judgements concerning 
variables. Notice the analogy with the formulae of definition 2.3. 

Definition 2.4 (Contexts) 
Let Gtl Vi, Ge, Vel and L be as before. The set of contexts over these components is the smallest 
set, denoted e, satisfying 

e = £ Ie, V, : * Ie, V, =t 7 Ie, V, : 7 Ie, V, =, £ Ie, £ 

wherein 7 and £ are as in definitions 2.1 and 2.2, respectively. 
o 

The pronunciation of terms in a context is analogous to the pronunciation of judgements, e.g. 
for t E Vi , t: * is pronounced "variable t is a type" , etc. Symbol £ denotes the empty context. 

Definition 2.5 (Inference formulae) 
Let Ct ) lit, Gel Ve and L be as before. The set of inference formulae over these components, denoted 
:F, is defined by 

wherein C and .J are as in definitions 2.4 and 2.3, respectively. (Hence, an inference formula 
consists of a context and ajudgement, separated by the symbol [>. A formula A [> j is pronoun
ced as "under context A, judgement j".) 
o 

The entities 7,£,J,e and :F (defined above) are parameterised with components Ct , v" C" 
Ve and L. For the definition of inference rules, we still need to add another component, namely a 
function assigning a type to all expression constants. In addition, the specific type constant bool 
is required to be included in Ct. It is useful to invent a name for the six-tuple of components thus 
obtained. This is the purpose of the following definition. 

Definition 2.6 (Typed boolean structures) 
A typed boolean structure B is a six-tuple B = (Ct , v"C" V"L,TA), with 

o 

1. Ct , v" C" V, and L are sets, such that Ct , v" C, and V, are mutually disjoint (referred to as 
sets of type constants, type variables, expression constants, expression variables and labels, 
respectively) . 

2. TA E C, --> 7, where 7 is as in definition 2.1 (type assignment function for expression 
constants). This function satisfies FTV(TA(c)) = 0 for all e E C" i.e., TA(e) yields a closed 
type for all e E C,. 

3. C t contains the type constant bool. 

4. Ce contains the logical constants and operators: true, false,""', A, V, =>, =, V, 3, ... 

5. TA assigns the usual types to the logical symbols of C,. 
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2.2 Inference rules 

The set of inference rules can be subdivided into a collection of rules per kind of judgement, 
extended with some rules for manipulating contexts. Before enumerating the rules (in definition 
2.7), we shall first discuss some typical rules per category and demonstrate the application of these 
rules by giving examples of derivable formulae. The rules are identified as in definition 2.7 and 
consecutive Roman letters serve to identify example formulae. Also, with each formula I, in the 
right margin the main formulae and rules are listed from which f can be inferred. 

In fact, the example formulae here will be concerned with the type of integer lists. To this end, 
let B = (Ct , v" C" V" L, TA) be a typed boolean structure such that C t contains the constants 
int and fl, where int is the type of the integers and fl is the one-element type: the only expression 
of type fl is the expression constant w. In addition, assume that list E V, and nil, cons E L. 

1. Rules for deriving formulae of kind A t> T: * ("under context A, T is a type") 

This set contains one rule per type constructor. The rules are listed in definition 2.7; here we 
merely give some examples of formulae derivable within the system: 

(a) t,. t> prod( int, t) : * 
(b) t,. t> surn(nil:fl, cons:prod(int,t)) '* 
(c) c; t> IIt.surn(nil:fl, cons:prod(int,t)): * 

[1.1 ,6.1 , 1.2,1.4] 

[a,1.5] 

[b,1.6] 

In general, a formula A t> T: * can be derived within the system if for each variable tin FTV(T) 
the clause t'* appears in context A. Notice that line (c) above does not conflict with the latter 
statement: variable t does not occur free in lit .surn( nil: fl , cons: prod( int, t)). 

2. Rules for deriving formulae A t> TJ =t T2 ("under A, type TJ equals type T2") 

This set comprises the rule 

At>T,* 
(2.1) 

A, t: * , t =t T I> t =t T 
,t rt. FTV(T) 

which allows a context A - under which T is a type - to be extended with the binding of T to a 
name t, and, indeed, under the extended context statement "type t equals type T" is justified. 

We also have an unfolding rule for recursive types, expressing the equality of a recursive type 
IIt.T and its first unfolding: 

A t> IIt.T: * 
(2.2) t 

A t> IIt.T =t T[t "'" IIt.T] 

wherein T[t .:.. IIt.T] denotes T with IIt.T substituted for every free occurrence of t. This rule 
justifies the interpretation of vt.r as a solution of a recursive type equation, or, alternatively, as a 
fixed point of the function (from types to types) that maps t to T. 

This category also contains a rule for changing bound variable t in a recursive type vt.r, a rule 
in support of the view that the order of components in a sum-type is irrelevant and a number 
of congruence rules, expressing that =t is a congruence relation on types (see definition 2.7 for 
details). 

For example, using the rules displayed above we can derive 

(d) list,., list =t IIt.surn(nil:fl, cons:prod(int,t)) t> 

list =t IIt.sum(nil:fl, cons:prod(int,t)) [c,2.1] 

(e) c; t> IIt.surn(nil:fl, cons:prod(int,t)) =t 

surn( nil: fl , cons: prod(int, IIt.surn(nil: fl, cons: prod( int, t)))) [c,2.2] 
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(Note: to save writing in what follows, we shall use AD to denote the context of line (d), i.e., the 
context in which the name list is bound to the v-term.) 

By applying congruence rules and rules for context extension to (d) and (e), the following is 
derivable also 

(f) AO t> list =, surn(nil:(l, cons:prod(int,list)) 

Notice that line (e) expresses the same judgement in terms of vt.surn( nil: (l, cons: prod( int, t)) 
as (f) does in terms of list. This is made possible by the binding of list to the v-term in the 
context of the latter line. From (f) it follows that list (or, alternatively, the v-term it is bound 
to) solves the type equation t =, surn( nil: (l, cons: prod( int, t)). Therefore list can be regarded 
as the type of the lists of integers. 

3. Rules for deriving formulae A t> e : T ("under A, expression e has type T") 

This category contains a rule for each of the "expressions constructors" of definition 2.2, giving 
the type of an expression formed with that constructor (dependent on the context). For instance, 
the rule 

(3.7) 
A t> e : Tk A t> sum(L.: T, , ." , In: Tn) '* 

A t> [t., e J : sum(l, : T, , ... , In: Tn) 

expresses that whenever e has type 'k, and the latter appears as a component of a well-defined 
sum-type, then e "tagged" with the appropriate label Ik , i.e., [Ik , e J , has that sum-type. From 
rule (3.7) it follows that the type of an expression (under a given context) need not be unique. 
However, the inference rules are such that ~ for any context A and expression e - if a type can 
be determined for e under A, then e also has a smallest' type under A, and the latter type is 
unique, apart from equality in the sense of =t. (The inclusion of type information in expressions, 
notably in A- and case-constructs, is an aid in achieving this property.) In fact, an additional rule 
in this category expresses that the type of an expression can at best be fixed up to equality of 
types: 

A I> e : '1 A t> Tl =t T2 

At>e:T2 
(3.11) 

In connection with our running example, it is for instance possible to derive 

(g) AO t> w:(l [3.1 ,6.1,6.2 J 

(h) AO t> [ nil, w J : surn( nil: (l, cons: prod( int, list)) [g ,3.7J 

(i) AO t> [nil,w] : list [h,f,3.11] 

(j) AO t> (3, [nil, w]) : prod(int, list) [i,3.5] 

(k) AD t> [ cons, (3, [nil, w]) J : surn( nil: (l , cons: prod( int, list)) [j,3.7] 

(1) AO t> [cons, (3, [nil, w])] : list [k,f,3.11J 

As exemplified by these formulae, the expressions that can be inferred to have type list are 
[nil,w J and all expressions of the form [cons, (i,l) J , wherein i has type int and I has type 
list. Such expressions may well be considered to denote lists of integers, which, then, justifies the 
interpretation of list (or, alternatively, the v-term it is bound to in AO) as the type of lists of 
integers. 

lThe notion of a smallest type for an expression (under a context) can be fonnalised via the introduction of a 
subtyping relation on types. We shall not do so here; see [Rey85]. 
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4. Rules for deriving formulae A t> e1 =e e2 ("under AJ expression e1 equals expression e2 JJ) 

This set contains conversion rules for (certain combinations of) expressions. For instance, we have 
the usual ,B-conversion rule (in connection with ..\-abstraction and application) and an unfolding 
rule for recursive expressions. Let us here discuss the conversion rule for case-expressions: 

( 4.4) 
A I> (case [I., e] : U of[I

" 
VI] then e" ... , [In, vn] then en) : T 

A I> (case[h,e]:uof[I
"

v,]then e" ... ,[ln,vn] then en) 

-, ek [Vk .;. e] 

The premiss of the rule expresses that the case-construct under consideration must be well-defined, 
in the sense that some type, T, can be derived for it. By rule (3.8), this implies that type u of the 
expression following the word case is equal to sum(ll : T1, ... , In : Tn) for some 11, ... , Tn , i.e., the 
latter expression is indeed of the form [lk, e ]. With this proviso, the rule's conclusion expresses 
that the case-construct reduces to expression ek - corresponding to label I. of [Ik , e] - with e 
substituted for each free occurrence of Vk. 

U sing this rule, in connection with our running example we can derive for instance (with 
context AO as before) 

(m) AO I> case [ cons, (3, [nil, w]) ] : list of [ nil, VI ] then 99, 

3 

[ cons, V2 ] then 11"1. V2 

where, in fact, the number 3 is obtained as a result of (1I"1.V2)[V2 .;. (3,[nil,w])]. Thus, the 
(selection part of the) given case construction applied to expression [cons, (3, [nil,w])] of type 
list reduces to 3. In general, this case construction maps the empty list to the number 99, and 
maps a non-empty list to the first element of that list. This exemplifies that the case-construction 
is actually not a "pure" construct, but a combination of selection and application. 

This category of rules also includes a number of congruence rules, expressing that =e is a 
congruence relation on expressions; see definition 2.7 for more details. 

5. Rules for deriving formulae A I> e ("under context A, e (holds),,) 

These serve to derive expressions of type bool. Apart from some special rules, they include the 
usual natural deduction rules; see definition 2.7 for examples. 

Also, given a context A under which a recursive type vt.T is well-defined, it is possible to 
state an induction rule for the expressions of this type (provided that T'S shape satisfies certain 
conditions, which we shall not specify here). For instance, for the type list of our running example, 
if A is a context such that A I> P : list -+ bool is derivable, the appropriate rule for structural 
induction reads 

A I> P.[nil,w 1 
A, i:int, 1:list, pol I> Po[cons,(i,l) 1 

A I> V I: list[ pol] 

A general strategy for finding suitable induction rules for recursively defined types will not be 
presented here. 

6. Rules for manipulating contexts 

The rules in this category state the conditions under which terms may be added to a context, or 
removed from it, while preserving the judgements derivable. They need no further explanation. 
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Definition 2.7 (Inference rules) 
Everything in this definition is relative to a typed boolean structure B = (Gt , Vt, Gel Vel L, TA) 
and sets T, &,.J J C and :F (of types, expressions, judgements, contexts and inference formulae, 
respectively), defined over B. 

To denote arbitrary elements of the various sets involved, we use certain fixed identifiers. (pos
sibly subscripted), according to the following conventions: 

ct E C, T,cr E T 
t,s E Vi e,f E £ 
ce E C, j E J 

v,W E V, A E C 
E L 

1. Rules for deriving formulae of kind A t> T: * ("under context A, T is a type") 

(1.J) 

(1.2) 

(1.3) 

(1.4) 

(1.5) 

(1.6) 

€[>ct:* 

A I> true 

A,t:*t:>t:* 

A[>rl:* At:> T2:* 

A[>Tl:* A I> Tn : * 
A l> prOd(Tl .... , Tn): * 

A t> Tn: * 
A I> sum(h :Tl, .,., 'n:Tn): * 

A,l:* [>r:* 

A I> IIt.T : * 

, h, ... , In E L (pairwise different) 

2. Rules for deriving formulae A t> Tl =, T2 ("under A, type Tl equals type T2") 

(2.1) 
A,t:*,t=tT t>t=tT 

, t Ii! FTV(T) 

(2.2) 
A I> vt.T: * , 

A I> vt.T =t r[t ...... vt.r] 

The following rule provides the key to the statement that the order of components in a sum-type 
is irrelevant (as far as equality under =, is concerned). 

(2.3) 
A I> sum{ll :Tl, ... ,1n:Tn): * 

A I> sum(h:Tl, .. "ln:Tn) =t sum(h:n, ... ,/k_1:Tk_l, 

lk+l :Tk+l, lk :Tk, Ik+ 2 : Tk+2 , .•. ,In :Tn) 

,1<k<n 

Rule (2.4) concerns the replacement of bound variable t of a recursive type vt.T: 

(2.4) 
A t> 

A t>,Vt.T:* , 
Vt.T =, vs.(Tlt .... sl) 

,s Ii! FTV(T) 
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The remainder of the rules are congruence rules, expressing that =t is a congruence relation 
on types. Apart from rules for reflexivity, symmetry and transitivity, there is one rule per type 
constructor 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

A t> T:* 

A t> T -t T 

A t> n =t T2 

A t> 1"2 -t Tl 

A t> n =t T2 A t> T2 =t T3 

A t> Tt =t 0"1 

At> prod(Tl, ... ,Tn)=tprod(O"l, ... ,O"n) 

A t> Tn =t O'n 

A t> surn(h: Tl , •.. , In: Tn) =t surn(/I :0'1, ... , In :O'n) 

A, t: * t> r =t 0' 

A t> vt.r =t vt.O" 

,h,···,/nEL 
(pairwise different) 

3. Rules for deriving formulae A t> e : T ("under A, expression e has type T") 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

e t> ee: TA{ee) 

A,v:rt>v:r 

A t>n:* A,v:rl t>e:r2 

A t> (Av:rl.e): Tl - T2 

A t> 

A t> el : rl A t> en : rn 

At> (el, ... ,en}:prod(rl, ... ,rn) 

A t> e: prOd(Tl, ... , Tn) 
A [> 1I'"k.e: Tk 

,1<k<n 

At>e:Tk A I> 8urn(lt :rl, ... , In :Tn): * 

Al>e:O' At> O'=tsurn(h:rl, ... ,In:Tn) 

A,Vl:rl [>el:r A,vn:rn t>en:r 

A t> (case e : 0' of [It, VI] then el , ... , [in. vn] then en) : r 

A,v:r I> e:r 

At> {l'v:T.e):r 
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(3.10) 
A t> el : Tl A , v: n I> €2 : T2 

At> (Jetv:Tl=el ine2):T2 

(3.11) 
At>e:Tl At> 

4. Rules for deriving formulae A t> el =e e2 ("under A, expression el equals expression e2") 

(4.1) 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 

( 4.6) 

Al>e:r 
, v ~ FEV(e) 

A, v: T, V =e e t> v =e e 

A I> {ell· .. ,en }: prod(Tl, ... ,Tn) 

At> 1rk.(el, ... ,en) =e €k 

A I> (case [I>, eJ : 0' of [h, v,j then eto ... , [I .. vnJ then en) : T 

A I> (case [I., eJ : 0' of[h, v,j then e" .. . , [In, vnJ then en) 

=e ek[vk"::" e) 

A I> (I'v: T • e) : T 

At> j.tv:r,e =e e[v";'j£v:r.e] 

A [> (letv:r=el ine2):T2 

Relation =t on types induces another rule for each of the expressions containing explicit type 
information. For instance, in connection with '\-abstraction, the appropriate rule reads 

(4.7) 
A I> Tl =t T2 A t> (,\ v: Tl . e) : T 

A I> (AV:T1.e) =. (AV:T2 .e) 

Also, this category contains rules for changing bound variables of A-, casc-, let- and recursive 
expreSSIons. For example, we have 

(4.8) 
A I> (Av:Tl.e): T 

, w ~ FEV(e) 

Finally, this category contains a number of congruence rules, expressing that =, is a congruence 
relation on expressions. Apart from rules for reflexivity, symmetry, and transitivity, there is a rule 
for each of the "expression constructors)) of definition 2.2. We have, for example 

(4.9) 
A I> (Av:T.eI) =. (Av:T.e2) 

(4.10) 
A [> el =e It A t> en =e In 

A I> (e" ... , en) =, (h, ... ,/n) 

We shall not list the rules exhaustively here; they are reminiscent of the rules expressing congruence 
of =t for types, cf. point 2. above. 
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5. Rules for deriving formulae A I> e {"under A, e (holds)") 

(5.1) e I> true 

(5.2) 
A [> e : bool 

A, • I> • 

(5.3) 
A, v: T J V =e el I> " 

A t> let v : T = el in e2 

(5.4) 
A I> '1 A t> el =e e2 

A I> " 

This category also contains the usual natural deduction rules [DaI80]. For the logical construc
tors /\, V, =>, -', 'i, 3 the corresponding introduction- and elimination rules are referred to by (in /\), 
(el 1\), (in V), (el V), etc. As an example, let us give the introduction- and elimination rules for 
'* and It: 

(in '*) 

(el,*) 

(in V) 
A I> T:* A,v:rl>e 

At> 't/v:T.e 

tel V) 
A I> Vv:r,cl A I> e2: T 

A t> €l[V ~ e2] 

Also, for a recursive type vt.T (which is well-defined under a certain context A, Le., A t>lIt.T: * 
is derivable) it is possible to include an inference rule stating an induction principle for the ex
pressions of this type. It would carry too far to treat induction rules for recursive types in general 
here. However, an example - concerning integer lists - can be found earlier in this subsection. 

6. Rules for manipulating contexts 

(6.1) 
A I> j 

,t I/. FTV(j) 
A,t:>l>j 

(6.2) 
A,t:> I>j 

,t I/. FTV{r) 

(6.3) 
A I> j 

,v I/. FEV(j) 
A,v:rl>j 

(6.4) 
A, v:r I>j A I> e:r 

, v I/. FEV{e) 
A, V:T, v =e e I> J 

(6.5) 
A I> j A t> e : bool 

A, • I> j 

(6.6) 
A, t:* I> j 

, t I/. FTV(j) 
A I> j 
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(6.7) A, t =t T t> j 
, t ~ FTV(j) 

A I> j 

(6.8) A,v:rt>j 
, v ~ FEV(j) 

A I> j 

(6.9) A, v =e e I>j 
, v ~ FEV(j) 

A I> j 

0 

2,3 Typed inference systems / Properties of derivable formulae 

We define typed inference systems in terms of the notions of subsections 2.1 and 2.2, and introduce 
a notation for the derivability of formulae within such a system. Next, we list some properties of 
derivable formulae. 

Definition 2.8 (Typed inference system; derivability) 
Let B = (C" v"C" V"L,TA) be a typed boolean structure, cf. definition 2.6. TISB, the typed 
inference system over B, is the pair (F, 'R), wherein :F is the set of inference formulae over B 
according to definition 2.5, and n is the set of inference rules over B according to definition 2.7. 
For 'P E F, notation 

stands for "formula 'P is derivable from the axioms with the rules from 1l". 
o 

Without proof, we list the following properties of the formulae derivable within a typed infer
ence system 

I. If A I> j is derivable, then for each variable t E FTV(j) the clause t: * occurs in A, and for 
each v E FEV(j) there is a type r such that A I> r : * is derivable and v: r occurs in A. 

2. If A I> rl =, r2 is derivable, then A I> rl : * and A I> r2 : * are derivable also. 

3. If A I> e : T is derivable, then so is A I> r : * . 
4. If A I> el =, e2 is derivable, then there exists a type r under A (i.e., A I> r : * is derivable) 

such that A I> el : T and A I> e2 : r are derivable within the system. 

5. If A I> e is derivable, then so is A I> e : boot . 

Statements similar to those above hold for (the clauses constituting) the context of a derivable 
formula. Hereafter, "context" is short for "context of a derivable formula" . 

6. If Al , t =t T, A2 is a context, then there exists a context Ao such that At equals Ao, t: * 
and AD I> r: * is a derivable formula. (Hence, by I., for each S E FTV(r) the clause s'* 
appears in AD.) 

7. If At, v: T, A2 is a context, then At [> T : * is a derivable formula. 

8. If AI, V =, e, A2 is a context, then there exist a context AD and a type r such that Al 
equals Ao, v: T and Ao t> e : T is a derivable formula. 

9. If AI, e, A2 is a context, then Al t> e : booI is derivable. 

Properties 6. through 9., together with I., also imply the following: 
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10. If AI, j, A2 is a context with j of one of the forms t =t 7, V =e e or e, then for each variable 
s E FTV(j) the clause s: * occurs in A j , and for each w E FEV(j) there is a type u such 
that Al [> U : * is derivable and w: u occurs in AI. If j is of the form v: T, then for each 
s E FTV(T) the clause s:. occurs in A j . 

2.4 Syntactical extensions 

In future applications of typed inference systems, we shall sometimes employ some straightforward 
extensions to the syntax introduced up till now, aimed at improving the readability of formulae. 
In particular, we mention 

• Expressions may be denoted using a more free style than prescribed above. In particular, 
infix notation for function symbols will be allowed, and brackets will be inserted to avoid 
ambiguities. Also, >.-abstraction over multiple variables will be written>' VI: Tl, ... 1 Vn: Tn. e 
rather than oX Vj : Tj . (A v2 : T2 . ( ... (oX vn : Tn . e) ... )), and local binding of multiple variables 
will be denoted let VI : Tl = el, ... , Vn : Tn = en in e instead of let VI : 71 = el in (let V2 : 

T2 = e2 in ( ... (let Vn : Tn = en in e) ... )). 

• In writing down a context, the order of its constituent terms may be relaxed somewhat. 
In particular, the strict succession of declarations of variables and their definitions - viz. 
t : *, t =t T and v : T, V =e e, see properties 6. and 8. in subsection 2.3 - will be abandoned, 
with the proviso that the declaration of a variable still occurs to the left of its definition. 

Formally, this generalisation requires the introduction of additional inference rules, stating 
the conditions under which two adjacent context terms hand h may be exchanged (roughly, 
these conditions amount to the statement that the free variables in iI and h do not interfere). 

• The definition of recursively defined types and expressions will be generalised to n-tuples. 
Concerning recursive types, t =t vt. T generalises to tI, ... , tn =t vtI, ... , tn . TI" .. , Tn (for 
simplicity, bound variables in the II-term are chosen equal to the variables being defined). 
This enables the definition of mutually recursive types, if we allow variables t 1 , •. . , tn to 
occur in each of the types Tl, ... ,Tn. A term tl, ... ,tn =t vtl, ... ,tn' Tl, ... ,Tn will be 
written in a more readable form as 

rec(tl =t Tl,···, tn =t Tn). 

For example, the definition of list from subsection 2.2 can now be denoted as 

rec(/ist =, sum(nil: n , cons: prod(int, list))). 

Analogously, we now write 

reC(Vl: Tl =e el"",Vn: Tn =e en) 

for VI,"" Vn =e J.' VI, ... , Vn : 1'1, ... , Tn . el J ••• , en which, III its turn, generalises from 
V =e J1 V : T . e . 

3 A structured representation of derivations 

The derivation of an inference formula t.p within a typed inference system consists of a sequence 
of formulae Al [> it , ... , An [> in , where 'P equals An [> jn. In such a derivation, contexts 
A. - for 1 ::; k ::; n - tend to be rather constant: compared with the contexts of preceding 
formulae, context Ak may at best be extended with - or reduced by - a few terms at its right 
hand side. Therefore, to save writing and improve readability, we adopt the convention to collect 
context terms in boxes ("flags") and to display their lifetime by means of vertical lines in the left 
margin ("flag-staffs"). Also, in the right margin of each line a hint is given, saying how this line 
can be inferred from preceding ones by applying an inference rule. With a slight modification, 
this method has been adopted from [N ed87]. 
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For an arbitrary line in the derivation, where judgement j is displayed, the corresponding flat 
formula is A [> j, where A is obtained by "flattening" all context terms currently in force. 

Example 3.1 
In connection with the example of integer lists of subsection 2.2, we present the derivation of 

c I> vt.sum(nil:n, cons:prod(int,t)): * 
(which is the formula denoted by (c) on page 5), both in a traditional notation and in flag-notation. 

In either case, lines are numbered consecutively and a comment in the right margin of a line 
indicates how the formula in that line is inferred from those in preceding lines by application of 
an inference rule. For example, the comment (1.4),4,5 denotes inference from lines 4 and 5 by 
application of rule (1.4). 

Traditional: 

1. e I> 0: * 
2. e I> int : * 
3. t:* I> 0: * 
4. t; * I> int ; * 
5. t: * [> t: * 
6. t : * I> prod(int, t) : * 
7. t : * [> sum(nil:O, cons:prod(int,t»: * 
8. e I> vt.sum(nil: n, cons :prod(int, t» : * 

Flag-notation: 

I. 0:* 

2. int: * 
3. t : * 

4. 0: * 
5. int : * 
6. t : * 
7. prod(int, t) : * 
8. sum(nil:O, cons:prod(int,t)): * 
9. vt.sum(nil:O, cons:prod(inl, I)): * 

(1.1) 

(1.1) 

(6.1),1 

(6.1),2 

(1.2) 

(1.4),4,5 

(1.5),3,6 

(1.6),7 

(1.1) 

(1.1) 

(6.1),1 

(6.1),2 

(1.2) 

(1.4),5,6 

(1.5),4,7 

(1.6),8 

Notice that the empty context c is not displayed explicitly in the latter derivation (as opposed to 
the former one), and formulae in the traditional derivation can be obtained by flattening formulae 
in the derivation with flag-notation. 
o 

The way to read - and construct - the derivation of a formula in flag-notation is "outside-in" 1 

in the following sense. 
Suppose formula A" A2 I> j has to be derived. Initially, this is written as 
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1. 

2. 

where " ... " denotes the part of the derivation still to be constructed. Now suppose that, typically, 
AI, A2 [> j occurs as the conclusion of (an instantiation of) some inference rule r as follows 

(r) 

then (*) is refined as 

1. A, 

2. il 
3. A2 

(**) 

4. J2 

5. L 6. 13 

7. J (r),2,4,6 

which leaves three (smaller) parts still to be filled up. This way, the construction of a derivation 
amounts to repeatedly closing (continuously diminishing) gaps. Observe how the scheme (**) 
clearly indicates that context-parts AI, A2 and Aa all pertain to judgement ja, whereas h must 
be arrived at in context At, A2. Also, iI must be derived in context Al only, and, in fact, the 
wish to express this caused Al and A2 to be spread over two flags. 

Let us illustrate the "outside-in" construction of derivations by way of another example. 

Example 3.2 
Consider again the type of the integer lists of subsection 2.2. Like before, we use AO to denote the 
context-part binding the name list to vt.sum(nil:!1,cons:prod(int,t)). More precisely, AO is 

list'* , list =, vt.sum(nil:!1 , cons: prod( int, t)) 

Our aim is to derive 

AO t> (case [cons,(3,[nil,w])]:listof(nil,v,jthen99, [cons,v2]then7r!.v2): int 

that is, under AO, the case-construct - which was also used in subsection 2.2 - has type into 
Thus, we write 

1. ~ 
l ~~~e [cons, (3, [nil, w])] : list of[ nil, v,] then 99, [cons, v,] then 1I',.v,) : int 2. 
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The conclusion of inference rule (3.8) is concerned with the type of a case-construct. Applying 
this rule - with the sum-type occurring in it instantiated as sum(nil: fl, cons: prod(int, list» 
- yields the refined scheme 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

AO 

list =t sum(nil:n, cons:prod(int, list» 

[cons, (3, [nil, w]) 1 : list 

~ 
l ~~': int 

til : prod( int, list) 

(case [cons, (3, [nil, w]) 1 : list of 
[nil, VI] then 99 J [cons, tl2] then ?l't.V2) : int (3.8),2,3,5,7 

This scheme contains four gaps still to be closed. Now observe that lines 2 and 3 (under context 
1) express the formulae denoted by (f) and (I), respectively, in subsection 2.2. Closing the gaps 
above these lines essentially amounts to writing down the formulae (a) through (I) again; we shall 
not do so here. 

Concerning the justification of line 5 (under a context constituted by 1 and 4), observe that 
by rule (3.1) we have € I> 99: int and, hence, by repeated application of (6.1) and (6.2) 

AD, VI : fl I> 99 : int . 

As for line 7 (under context 1 and 6), rule (3.6) does the trick. Thus, we obtain 

1. 99: int 

2. AO 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

list =t 8um(nil:O J cons:prod(int, list» 

[cons, (3, [nil, w]) 1 : list 

~ 
~ 

7. v, : prod(int, list) 

8. ?l'1.V2: int 

9. (case [cons, (3, [nil, w]) 1 : list of 
[nil,vl]then 99, [cons,vz] then 1l'1.V2): int 

(3.1) 

(f), subsect.2.2 

(I), subsect.2.2 

(6.1), (6.2),1 

(3.6),7 

(3.8),3,4,6,8 

In connection with the latter scheme, two remarks are in place. First, notice that the "outside
in" strategy, applied to the judgement in line 6, resulted in the addition of judgement 99 : int 
(under the empty context) in line 1. Second, the justification of lines 3 and 4 in a sense displays 
a division of labour: the derivations of 

AD I> list =, sum(nil:fl, cons:prod(int,list» 
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and 

AO I> [cons, (3, [nil, w]) ] : list 

are regarded as separate concerns, which are carried out elsewhere. This is a common way of 
importing parts of a derivation. 
o 
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